COMING TOGETHER AT THE
CENTRE OF IT ALL.
It’s the time of year when many reflect on the past and
prepare for the future. It’s a time to look back on what’s
been accomplished and review what’s left to be done…
to account for investments and focus forward to an
improved tomorrow. At the Calgary TELUS Convention
Centre, we’re proud of what we see.
A year ago we committed to improving our future. We
refocused our organization to be where it needs to be:
serving our clients and creating the most memorable
experiences for them and their guests. We had some
tough conversations to figure out how that looked, and
we chose to do what needed to be done to be the centre
of it all for those whose reputation demands the best for
their events.
With a renewed sense of purpose, we began delivering
on our mission. We renovated a number of our spaces
to foster collaboration and enhance innovation.

We improved our services and the spaces that encourage
our clients to meet, connect and interact. Our team worked
with our clients to better understand their goals so we
could better help achieve them.
As a city, we continue to grow as a hub for innovation. As a
centre, we recognize that innovation happens when people
come together to connect and collaborate. For us, our focus
in 2019 is stronger than ever to be more than just four walls
and a roof. Through our collective focus on the people and
spaces needed to support great events, we aspire to be the
centre of it all for those great events.
At the Centre of it all is the fundamental desire for our full
team to come together for you. To innovate. To collaborate.
To work together to build a more prosperous future. We
look forward to having you join us to see what’s happening.
Together, let’s make some amazing things happen at the
centre of it all.

calgary-convention.com

